March 24, 2020
Mr. Weston Munzel
City of Cincinnati, Buildings & Inspections
Permit Center
805 Central Avenue, Suite 500
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Re: Application for Zoning Relief for 1009 – 1015 Delta and 3152 Linwood
Dear Mr. Munzel:
This letter is in response to the Application for Zoning Relief for 1009 – 1015 Delta and 3152
Linwood submitted by Manley Burke on behalf of L&D Real Estate Holdings, LLC; Center for
Change on Delta, LLC, and Linwood Real Estate Holdings, LLC. Having read through the full
application and reviewed the proposal as it stands now, we oppose the developer’s request for
relief related to the Urban Overlay District and the Hillside Overlay District and we oppose their
request for a variance pertaining to height.
Before outlining our rationale for opposition, we would like to make it clear that we believe that
strategic and appropriate development/redevelopment can be advantageous to the Mt. Lookout
community and our central business district, and related opportunities should be thoroughly
explored. However, we also believe that all development/redevelopment undertaken in our
community should respect the character of and vision for the Mt. Lookout business district as
outlined in the 1998 Mt. Lookout Urban Design Plan and subsequent Mt. Lookout Urban Design
Overlay District zoning regulations. These zoning and design parameters were developed by the
City of Cincinnati’s Department of City Planning in coordination with the Office of Architecture and
Urban Design, Division of Engineering, Department of Public Works and the Mt. Lookout
community, and our community continues to fully endorse them.
For ease of your reference, elements of these documents relevant to this discussion are noted
below:
1998 Urban Design Plan: Façade Recommendations (pg. 32):

The Mt. Lookout Business District possesses a number of charming, intimately scaled buildings
that constitute the formative image of the Square. The theater (3187 Linwood Avenue) [now
known as the Redmoor], Bracke’s (1010 Delta Avenue) [which now houses Mt. Lookout TV, a
long-time local business], Million’s Café (3210 Linwood Avenue) and 1000 – 1006 Delta Avenue
[which currently house Muse, Sago, Vin Acco Time Repair and Keepsake Photography,
respectively] form the benchmarks of the Square’s architectural character and could be
considered the landmark buildings of the district.
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1998 Urban Design Plan: Location, Orientation, Size and Shape of Building (pg. 37):

•

A new or remodeled building should be compatible with its surroundings in terms of
architectural style, bulk, shape, massing and scale. The form of a new or remodeled
building and the space between and around the building should be consistent with the
form and spacing of the area and should be in harmony with neighboring buildings. At
street intersections, a building should emphasize its corner locations with enhanced size,
scale, height and massing.

•

A new or remodeled building should reinforce the existing pattern of small storefronts
facing the street. The building front should be visually open to provide interest and light
to the street. The building should de-emphasize secondary rear or side door entrances
to commercial space, unless the entrances are associated with public parking areas.

•

The front façade of a building should relate to the neighboring buildings as much as
possible. These relationships must take into account height, setbacks, materials and
architectural styles.

•

Rooftop utilities should be avoided, or screening and sound control should be provided
or otherwise integrated into the rooftop.

•

New buildings should respond to the pattern of window placement in the district. The
design of new buildings should avoid unrelieved expanses of wall along the street by
maintaining the rhythm of windows and structural bays in the district. The preferred
pattern of ground floor windows is open to show windows with inset or recessed
entryways.

•

The preferred pattern of windows for upper floors of a building should be a rhythmic
series of “punched” openings.

Additional specifications regarding Building Materials and Appurtenances can be found on
page 38 of the 1998 Urban Design Plan (https://www.cincinnatioh.gov/planning/assets/File/1998_mount_lookout_nbd_urban_design_plan.pdf).
City of Cincinnati Zoning Code, Chapter 1437 (Urban Design Overlay District ), Section 09:
Development Standards in UD Overlay Districts:

Development within individual UD Overlay Districts must comply with the standards prescribed
below that the ordinance that establishes the UD Overlay District declares applicable to that
district. These standards are intended to implement policies in adopted urban design plans.
Whenever the standards conflict with the development regulations of the underlying district,
these standards supersede those regulations. The following regulations will apply to some or all
of the UD Overlay Districts as determined by the urban design plan prepared and adopted for
each district. Refer to Schedule 1437-09 for applicability.
(h) New Construction:

N.1. New buildings shall be compatible with their surroundings. Architectural style, bulk,
shape, massing, scale and form of new buildings and the space between and around
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buildings shall be consistent with the area, and should be in harmony with neighboring
buildings.
•

New buildings shall respond to the pattern of window placement in the district.
The designs of new buildings shall avoid long unrelieved expanses of wall along
the street by maintaining the rhythm of windows and structural bays in the
district. The preferred pattern of ground floor windows is open show windows,
with inset or recessed entryways; and landscaping, lighting and other amenities
equivalent to those existing in the district.

•

Buildings shall de-emphasize secondary rear or side door entrances to
commercial space, unless the entrances are associated with public parking areas.

N.2. The Zoning Hearing Examiner shall review and consider applicable Community
Plans approved by City Council when making decisions for projects in an Urban Design
District.
•

Proposed uses shall be consistent with the goals, objectives and guidelines of
the community plans approved by City Council.

When first approached by the developer’s representatives, Paul Schirmer and Barry Rosenberg, we
were pleased to have the opportunity to discuss initial concepts with the development team and
were encouraged that they appeared willing to work with our community to develop a project of
which we could all be excited and proud. However, it rapidly became clear at the first advisory
committee meeting held on Sept. 17, 2019, that the development team had already made the
major decisions regarding size, scale and general design of the complex and that our input was
limited to discussions about access/flow, parking, and façade materials. Further, their primary goal
appeared to be to gain our committee’s support for their variance requests.
Following the Sept. 17 meeting, our committee submitted a comprehensive letter to the developer
requesting additional information that we felt was needed for us to make an informed opinion
regarding their variance requests. The letter also outlined in detail our primary concerns about the
project being proposed, which, it is imperative to note, is just the first of a two-phase plan. A copy
of the letter submitted is attached. To date, we have not received the information requested in the
letter. Further, we were dismayed to learn at a subsequent meeting with the developer
representatives on Oct. 28, 2019, that very few of our concerns, other than parking allowances for
tenants and visitors, would be addressed. Our repeated requests for follow up discussions and
status updates went unanswered.
As such, our concerns about this project still stand and therefore form the basis of our opposition to
their application for relief:
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Variance Requests - It is our understanding that, per City zoning code1, an applicant must
clearly demonstrate hardship created by zoning regulations in order to gain variance
approval. For this development, it appears that the need for the variances requested is
solely driven by the developer’s desire to build an out-sized structure to support a greater
number of units as opposed to any other driving need. If the developer were to reduce
the mass, bulk and height of their proposed structure (as discussed on the following
pages), then the requested Height, Rear-yard, Buffer Yard, and possibly the Retaining Wall
variances would not be necessary.
Scale/ Bulk – The complex proposed by the developer includes five townhomes fronting
Delta Avenue with a two-story parking deck built behind the townhomes, and three levels of
apartments built on top of the parking deck. This design equates to 35 residential units
housed in a five-story structure (which, according to their application would reach heights
between 61’ and 67’) built into a hillside that overlooks the Square. As proposed, this
complex would be the defining feature of Mt. Lookout Square and would dwarf the existing
buildings located in and around the area. There are no five story buildings in Mt. Lookout
Square and none are near the size and scale of the proposed structure.

The proposed complex is in stark conflict with the development parameters set forth in Mt
Lookout’s Urban Design Plan and the Urban Design Overlay District code: “New buildings
shall be compatible with their surroundings. Architectural style, bulk, shape, massing, scale
and form of new buildings and the space between and around buildings shall be consistent
with the area, and should be in harmony with neighboring buildings.” (Photos of
neighboring buildings located in the Square are provided with this letter.) The proposed
height is also in direct conflict with the 50’ height limit prescribed for CN-P zoned
properties in the City’s zoning code. The proposed height and scale of this development is
inappropriate for our community.
Our committee does not object to the concept of replacing the existing homes at 1009 –
1015 Delta with five two-story townhouses, nor do we object to building some apartments
behind the townhomes. However, we strenuously object to a five-story structure and
request that the final form be limited to no more than three stories in height to ensure
compatibility with the scale of the surrounding neighborhood and compliance with
established regulations.
Architectural Style/Design – The 1998 Urban Design Plan and the Mt. Lookout Urban
Design Overlay District, together with input recently gathered from the community, all
agree that new structures constructed within Mt. Lookout business district should be
compatible with surrounding buildings in terms of architectural style, bulk, shape, height,
massing, and scale.

1

From City Zoning, Chapter 1445.01 – Purpose of Variances: The variance procedures are intended to provide a
means by which relief from dimensional, numerical or locational standards may be granted from a particular
application of the Cincinnati Zoning Code or the Land Development Code that is unreasonable and creates
practical difficulties.
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In addition, as outlined in the Urban Design Plan, “the Mt. Lookout Business District
possesses a number of charming, intimately scaled buildings that constitute the formative
image of the Square. The theater (3187 Linwood Avenue), Bracke’s (1010 Delta Avenue),
Million’s Café (3210 Linwood Avenue) and 1000 – 1006 Delta Avenue form the benchmarks
of the Square’s architectural character and could be considered the landmark buildings of
the district.” Therefore, the architectural style of new buildings within the business district
should reflect similar character elements exhibited by those buildings (photos of building
located in the Square are provided with this letter).
In both meetings with the developer representatives, our Community Advisory Committee
initiated extensive discussions regarding our community’s desire that the proposed
structure incorporate architectural elements of the buildings that define the character of our
business district and surrounding neighborhoods. These include the historic nature of the
existing landmark buildings in the Square (as referenced in the 1998 Urban Design Plan); the
Tudor, Colonial/Federal, Craftsman, and Cape Cod-inspired design elements of key
buildings located in the Square and the hundreds of houses within the surrounding Mt.
Lookout neighborhood; pitched roofs; gabled windows and doors; and the use of natural
materials (stone, wood, stucco, etc.) on the exterior of buildings and homes (see photos,
attached). Further, we clearly enunciated opposition to designs that resemble the blocky,
sterile and uninspired mass-housing units being constructed along major arterial roads in
Oakley and Madisonville,2 as well as the Delta Flats complex located on the northwest
corner of the Delta Avenue and Columbia Parkway intersection.3 However, the final design
submitted by the developers in their application, which they describe as “soft-modern
architecture,” blatantly ignores these discussions and is well-outside of the architectural
character prescribed for our community in our urban planning documents. Photos included
with this letter illustrate this point.
We would like the exterior design for the proposed complex be more closely reflect the
existing character of the landmark buildings located within our business district and the
surrounding neighborhood.
Traffic Flow - Challenges with traffic flow through Mt. Lookout Square, particularly during
rush hour, is well-documented with the City’s Department of Transportation and
Engineering. In particular, traffic traveling south/east through the Square often backs up
past Paxton during evening rush hour while traffic traveling west and north backs up during
2

For example, the Heritage at Oakley Square on Madison Road and the new Madamore complexes currently under
construction on multiple corners of the Madison Road and Whetsel Avenue intersection in Madisonville.
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Exhibit 12 included in the developer’s application package showcases the Delta Flats development located at the
northwest corner of Delta Avenue and Columbia Parkway. This development is approximately one mile away from
Mt. Lookout Square and is in another community. During both of our meetings with the development team,
committee members stated that we did not want a development of that style in Mt. Lookout Square because it was
not appropriate for our community. Developer representative Barry Rosenberg assured our committee that he too
did not like the that design and wouldn’t pursue that concept for the Mt. Lookout development, which was relieving
to our members. Unfortunately, the design presented in their application is remarkably similar to Delta Flats.
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both morning and evening peak hours. The redevelopment of 1009 – 1015 Delta as
proposed will add 50 or more residential vehicles entering and exiting the complex which
will exacerbate existing traffic flow problems. This count does not include visitors or service
vehicles. This problem will get worse once the developer’s second phase planned along
Linwood Avenue is added to the traffic mix. Reducing the size of the proposed structure
and number of units it contains will help alleviate some of this concern. We would also like a
traffic impact study to be completed so that all parties can better understand Phase I and
Phase II’s impact on traffic flow through our neighborhood. =
Hillside Impact – A portion of this proposed project is located in a Hillside Overlay District
area and construction will require extensive hillside excavation. In fact, the area that will
experience the most excavation – and be replaced by retaining wall that is in excess of 14 ft
at its highest point – is within the Hillside Overlay District boundary. The stability of the
hillsides in and near our community has been a well-documented, on-going issue and we
have deep reservations about the impacts an excavation of this magnitude would have on
other nearby structures, and our infrastructure and drainage systems. All reviews of this
application should consider this impact.
Parking – Parking in Mt. Lookout Square is an extremely valuable commodity. One of the
major complaints heard/experienced is that parking is very limited and therefore can be a
deterrent to patrons of Mt. Lookout businesses. Although the developer’s application
includes parking for residents and some guests4, the concern remains that those visiting the
complex will park on the street and will therefore further decrease the limited amount of
parking available to those patronizing local businesses. Reducing the size of the proposed
structure and number of units it contains will help alleviate some of this concern.

We are also concerned about the impact the size of the proposed development will have on
parking for the apartment complex located at 3152 Linwood, which is owned by Linwood
Real Estate Holdings, LLC, a partner in this proposed project. The easement that they are
granting will result in the loss of several parking spaces for their complex, which currently
offers just one parking space per apartment. If residents of the existing complex lose
parking spaces, they may have to find alternatives elsewhere in the Square.
Phase II Integration – Although we recognize that the current discussion is focused on the
first phase of development, it is essential to consider the impacts of the planned second
phase of development along Linwood Avenue at this time as well. Completion of the
second phase will also impact traffic flow, parking, storm water runoff, visual impact, etc.
Therefore, it’s important recognize that what is approved for Phase I now will also have an
impact on the height, scale and massing of Phase II later.
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The developer representatives indicated that vehicular access to the complex will be provided on the north side of
the building and guest parking will be in the back. Residents and guests would be directed exit the complex using
an access street to Linwood, located between 3156 and 3164 Linwood Ave. Based on the drawings provided in the
application packet, the amount of space provided for vehicles to move behind the building appears limited. The
Department of Transportation and Engineering has specified that no less than 20 feet travel lanes should be
available to support vehicles moving behind the proposed complex; however, we cannot tell from the drawings if
this amount of lane space is available in addition to the proposed parking spaces.
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CONCLUSION

In summary, the proposed development at 1009 – 1015 Delta, as it has currently been proposed,
violates Mt. Lookout’s 1998 Urban Design Plan and the City’s Urban Design Overlay District
parameters as well as the City’s zoning code in multiple ways. These parameters were developed to
protect the integrity of our community and to ensure that future development/redevelopment
respects the vision developed for our community by the City, our businesses and our residents.
Therefore, we ask that these parameters be enforced by the City’s Building and Inspections
Department and that the developer’s request for relief related to the Urban Overlay District and the
Hillside Overlay District and their request for a variance pertaining to height be denied. In addition,
we ask that the developer’s current requests for the Rear-yard, Buffer Yard, Retaining Wall and Cut
and Fill variances not be considered further until the aforementioned issues related to building size,
scale and bulk are addressed. We do, however, support the developer’s request for a Front Yard
variance and note (to the developer) that our preference is that the front of the structure be located
at least 10 feet from the sidewalk to provide adequate buffer green space between pedestrians,
residents and the structure of the complex.
Should the developer modify their proposed development in a manner that satisfactorily resolves
the concerns outlined in this letter (specifically in regards to bulk, scale, height and architectural
style), we would be willing to reconsider our position. In the meantime, we will be happy to discuss
our determination with you in more detail, should that be desired.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this application; we deeply appreciate your consideration
of our response.
Sincerely,
Brian K. Spitler
Chair of the R2 Mt. Lookout Square Community Advisory Committee
Mt. Lookout Community Council Board Member
Laura Whitman
Member of the R2 Mt. Lookout Square Community Advisory Committee
Mt. Lookout Community Council Board Member

cc:
Emily Ahouse, Buildings & Inspections
Andy Juengling, Department of City Planning
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New Residential Construction, Oakley and Madisonville
The design of the proposed complex for Mt. Lookout Square is very similar to these complexes, all of which are located along busy,
major arterial roads. The design and scale of the proposed complex does not reflect the character and scale of Mt. Lookout Square.
Madamore, Madisonville

Oakley, corner of Madison Road and Taylor
Madamore, Madisonville

The Heritage, Oakley

Oakley, corner of Madison Road and Taylor

Residential Construction: Columbia-Tusculum, Madisonville,
Proposed Mt. Lookout

All buildings pictured are located along major arterial roads, with the exception of the proposed development in Mt. Lookout which a smaller, local road.
The design and scale of the proposed complex does not reflect the character and scale of Mt. Lookout Square.
Delta Flats, Columbia Tusculum (corner of Columbia Pkwy and Delta Ave)

Delta Flats, Columbia Tusculum (corner of Columbia Pkwy and Delta Ave)

Madamore, Madisonville (corner of Madison Road and Whetsel)

Proposed Complex, Mt. Lookout (Delta Ave, north of UDF)

Context-Sensitive Architecture – Mariemont

Residential complexes, like those shown below, can be designed to reflect and respect scale of the community and its character.

Architectural Character of Mt. Lookout – Business District
These images show many of the landmark buildings located in Mt. Lookout Square and their character.

1000 - 1006 Delta Avenue
1010 Delta Avenue

3210 Linwood Avenue
3183 Linwood Avenue
3187 Linwood Avenue

1032 – 1036 Delta Avenue

October 3, 2019
Dear R2,
On behalf of the Mount Lookout Community Council (MLCC), Advisory Group , and community at
large we greatly appreciate all of R2's engagement, via Barry and Paul, with the MLCC and
community at large. As discussed, this development will have a monumental impact on our
community and our Square, so there is deep interest in making it a success for both you and for
our neighborhood. We greatly appreciate your efforts to come to the table at this early stage
and discuss the opportunities this development can offer with neighborhood representatives.
First we'd like to indicate our understanding of the project and request that you point out any
inconsistencies in our our understanding. It is our understanding that the project at hand is to
redevelop the four properties located at 1009, 1011, 1013 and 1017 Delta Avenue into 36
residential rental units that include 19 one-bedroom apartments, 12 two-bedroom apartments,
5 three-bedroom townhouses:


The townhouses would be built at street-level along Delta Avenue



A two-story parking deck would be constructed behind the townhouses



A three-story complex housing the apartments would be built on top of the parking deck



One onsite parking space will be established for every bedroom within the complex, and
will be located in the parking deck and in a surface lot located behind the apartments;
the complex will not rely on on-street parking for its residents. There will be no
requirement to remove any existing on street parking although the location of entry to
the building may require movement of a space.



Projected monthly rental fees for the townhouses would be $3,500 - $4,000 per month.
Fees for the apartments will start at $1,500 per month for one-bedroom apartments and
will rise accordingly for larger apartments



The properties targeted for redevelopment are zoned CN-P and are located with the Mt.
Lookout Urban Design Overlay District



Development activities will be managed by R2 and ownership will remain with R2; Towne
Properties will manage the completed facilities.

The development, as described above, is Phase A of a multi-phase project. Phase B, which is not
yet underdevelopment, will focus on redeveloping properties located along Linwood Avenue,
north of the Ramundo’s building, in a similar manner. In addition, R2 plans on renovating the
existing 29-unit building located behind these properties with the aim of attracting millennials as
tenants.

To construct Phase A of this project, R2 proposes to pursue the following variances:


A rear setback variance to allow the footprint of the building to extend deeper than
currently permitted and closer to the property boundary with 3152 Linwood Avenue
(which currently houses a 29-unit apartment building)



A side setback variance to allow the south side of the complex to be built closer to the
property line at 1007 Delta and 3174 Linwood (on which a UDF store is currently located)



A variance to allow for the retaining wall that needs to be built along the northeast side
of the property to exceed the permitted 8ft height limit



A front setback that would allow the front edge of the proposed structure to be pushed
back from the sidewalk and incorporate both privacy for the tenant, a green space buffer
to soften the large structure, fit within the neighborhoods “green feel”, and provide
transition space between pedestrian space and residential space

The advisory group met last Sunday, September 29, as a result of the initial meeting R2 at your
onsite office located at 1009 Delta. Through these discussions, we realized that we need
additional information to better understand proposed plans. Therefore, we request the
following:


A site plan that delineates the following:
o Rear setbacks (please note if any parking spaces at 3152 Linwood would be
affected)
o Front setbacks
o Side setbacks
o Buffer yard
o Traffic flow patterns (including ingress/egress patterns)
o Retaining wall locations (and locations at which the retaining wall(s) will exceed 8
ft)
o Locations for the cuts for the garage and required depth
o *Please note that we are looking for a general plan, not full engineering drawings



Elevation concept drawings for both the east side of the complex (along Delta) and south
side – please include information about building height and locations from which the
height is being measured, averaging, etc. We appreciate you including relationship to
existing neighboring buildings.



Information about stormwater management plans (including depth of excavation)



Any traffic studies that have been completed



Any geotechnical studies that have been completed

Once we’ve had a chance to review this information, we feel that we will be in a better position
to make an informed formal recommendation to MLCC and they can then provide the letters to
the city that you have requested.

In addition to the variance requests, you asked our group to identify elements that we are
concerned about regarding the proposed development and elements that we would like to see
explored and/or incorporated into development plans. We’ve discussed this more as a group and
have gathered input from the community at large. Below is an overview of the input gathered:
Scale/ Bulk – As proposed, the complex proposed for Phase A would be the defining
feature of Mt. Lookout Square and could potentially dwarf the existing buildings located
in and around the Square. There is strong feeling throughout the community that any
proposed development should be compatible with the size and mass of the existing
buildings that already define the Square.
Parking – Parking in Mt. Lookout Square is valuable commodity. One of the major
complaints heard/experienced is that parking is very limited and therefore can be a
deterrent to patrons of Mt. Lookout businesses. Although the facilities you plan to
construct include parking for residents, there is great concern about that those visiting
the complex will have to park on the street and will therefore decrease the amount of
parking available to those patronizing local businesses, which can negatively affect those
businesses.
Traffic Flow - Challenges with traffic flow through Mt. Lookout Square, particularly during
rush hour, is well-documented with the City. In particular, traffic traveling south/east
through the Square often backs up past Paxton during evening rush hour while traffic
traveling west and north backs up during both morning and evening peak hours. Phase A
of the proposed redevelopment will add a minimum of 40 residential vehicles entering
and exiting the complex which will exacerbate the existing traffic flow problems. This
count does not include visitors or service vehicles. This problem will get worse once
Phase B is added to the traffic mix.
Building Style – Previously documented plans for Mt. Lookout Square (including the 1998
Urban Design Plan and the Mt. Lookout Urban Design Overlay District), recent input
gathered from the community about development within the community, and direct
feedback submitted for this project outline an strong desire that new structures
constructed within Mt. Lookout be compatible with surrounding buildings in terms of
architectural style, bulk, shape, massing, and scale. Comments also frequently state that
aesthetics of new buildings should reflect the more historic character of the older
structures in the community.
Phase II Integration – Although it’s recognized that current discussions are focused on
Phase A, it is also beneficial to consider the potential impacts of Phase B at this time as
well. Completion of Phase B will also impact traffic flow, parking, storm water runoff,
visual impact on the Square, etc. and it may be possible to consider measures now that
will be better able to support Phase B later.

We hope the above information is constructive for you and we look forward to further discussing
these items at our next meeting. The results of the Advisory group feedback and community at
large have been included herin. This is not intended to be the final document that the MLCC will
provide to the R2 and the city. In the meantime, if you have any questions regarding the
information we’ve requested, please don’t hesitate to contact Brian Spitler at 513.321.1362 or
briankspitler@gmail.com.
Sincerely,
The R2 Mt. Lookout Square Community Advisory Committee

